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Dated, May 3rd, 2021 

 

To: Santa Clara County 

70 West Hedding Street 

East Wing, 10th Floor, San Jose, CA 95110  

Phone: (408) 299-5001 Fax: (408) 938-4525 Email: bnc@cob.sccgov.org 

 

Subject: YOU ARE CREATING AN ISSUE THAT DOES NOT EXIST IN THE U.S. REQUEST TO 

REJECT HINDU-HATE PROPAGANDA OF CASTE & DISCRIMINATION 

 

Dear SANTA CLARA COUNTY COMMISSIONERS: 

 

Namaskar! I write to you, today, as a LEGAL HINDU Indian-American citizen, community 

leader, President of Spindle India, Inc. a nonprofit organization strengthening India-US 

relationships and promoting true Diversity and Inclusion. I am deeply concerned about 

the county’s attempt to push Hindu Hate propaganda under CASTE. Kindly find the 

attached signed letter by many concerned Hindu community members, contributors, 

leaders throughout the United States. This attempt of Santa Clara County is NOT 

confined to one small county BUT will negatively impact all hardworking law-abiding 

Hindu Indian-Americans, families, children, and their education/employment in the land 

of the United States. 

 

My name is Purnima Nath. This is an important issue for all concerned legal Hindu citizens 

like me and our children, in the United States, who know NOTHING about caste. Even in 

India, my upbringing had nothing to do with caste, as a non-privileged hardworking 

poor third-class Hindus who got no benefit from the socialist government. Stop 

propagating discrimination in the United States in the name of “humanity” and 

“equality”. You are the one who is influenced to divide the community and spread 

hatred.  

I am expressing strong opposition to your effort of adding caste as a protected 

category in the Santa Clara, California, United States:  

PURNIMA NATH 
AUTHOR. ENTREPRENEUR. PUBLIC SERVANT 

FORMER MILWAUKEE COUNTY EXECUTIVE CANDIDATE 

FOUNDER, CHAIRWOMAN & PRESIDENT, SPINDLE INDIA, INC., USA 
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1. County deliberately & repeatedly stopped any/all kinds of criticism of Equality Labs, 

protected them, even though the primary basis of the entire discussion is Equality 

Labs fraudulent & fudged report. WHY? 

2. People saying: “not knowing about caste is a privilege”, is absolutely false & bogus 

propaganda. My children & I do not know our caste. Why should we/our children be 

forced to learn about caste in schools which does not exist in the United States or 

disclose at work, and create a social division in the United States? 

3. Merit is being discarded, conveniently (taking advantage of words like race, 

religion, gender & caste; under the guise of “humanity” & “equality”). This is not 

equality. Privileges based on SKIN COLOR, GENDER, SEXUAL PREFERENCE DOES NOT 

EQUAL TO MERIT. Caste is a NON-ISSUE. 

4. Hindus are largely insulted and demonized with caste, cow, and curry…already. Do 

you pretend that your resolution is not going to single out Hindus and Hindu children 

when it will impose “DISCRIMINATION” on Hindu children and Hindus? 

5. The recent China-Corona-Virus outbreak in India is being used by Hindu-haters and 

India-haters to malign Hindus and India. Current data shows the death rate 1.12% in 

a country with 4.35 times MORE population than the United States, with much fewer 

resources, who helped 170 countries and donated FREE vaccines – current 

administration and pharma lobby tried to BUY India off [East India Company style]. 

Leftist American media has been taking advantage of the freedom India has 

showered them with. Selling pictures of Hindu cremation pyres is a business now. 

6. Being featured or writing in LEFTIST propaganda channels like NPR or Washington 

Post or New York Times does not make anyone celebrities or scholars. That is NOT the 

basis of accepting or rejecting such propaganda. Not a single rebuttal has been 

allowed against these propagandists and anti-India organizations. 

7. Why should these fraudulent organizations be trusted? 

8. People saying: “DALITS must be believed” is simply an OVERT propaganda. Is this the 

evidence this issue is based on? 

9. Hindu voice was ignored. Hindu American Foundation was given 20 min (YET a red 

carpet was rolled out for the hate group “Equality Labs”). In between, they were 

interrupted heavily to remind the “Equality Labs” with no academic or social 

contribution, masquerading as “human rights organization” cannot be criticized nor 

questioned of their misinformation and disinformation. 

The proposal must be fully and openly debated with the immigrant Hindu population 

viewpoint clearly stated. The historical colonial use of the Casteism trope for 

subjugation, divide & rule must be presented as the proper background to frame the 

Hindu Community's concerns. Furthermore, this is another instance where the 

colonialistic supremacist trope of caste is being imported in order to demonize, 

denigrate devalue & disqualify the contributions, education & employment eligibility of 

a large section of Indian / Hindu diaspora by automatically classifying such contributors 

into potential oppressor category & thus resorting to establishing & legalizing unfair 

hiring/promotion practices. Plus, the side putting forward the proposal must CLEARLY 

demonstrate how, in the case of “Dalits” and people self-identifying as “Dalits”, will not 

engage in targeted harassment and discrimination against individuals under the garb 
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of this proposal/ legislation. How is that justified knowing many poor so-called upper 

caste people are routinely harassed, threatened & killed in South Asia by lower-caste 

people? 

This is a pretext for another Hindu genocide – propagated & orchestrated right here in 

the United States, just like the #AntiCAA propaganda was mobilized by the Democrat 

cities, starting with Rep. Pramila Jayapal in Seattle in Feb 2020. Now that USCIRF has 

successfully targeted and attacked Hindus, India, Modi & BJP with declaring India as 

CPC (Country of Particular Concern), it will solidify their agenda of sanctions and 

blocking USAID. Hindus have been slaughtered, murdered, raped by invaders for 2000 

years in India. The majority of the people are poor in India. Practically, Dalits (Scheduled 

Caste/Scheduled Tribes) have enjoyed massive privileges for 75 years since caste-

based privileges were rolled out by the socialist/communist Indian government. 

Christian orientalists in disguise of Dalits are in NO condition to point fingers at the Hindu 

community. You MUST NOT ignore the fact that Hindu Dalits are the majority of "Dalits" 

and Dalits are the mainstream Hindu Indian American community. Dalits with “Equality 

labs” are in fact Christians! Self-certifying Dalits are playing divisive anti-Hindu agenda 

Santa Clara County is enabling the abusers and deceptive special interest groups; and, 

setting a dangerous precedence in this massively divisive and disturbing trend against 

Hindus under the guise of human & civil rights. You are creating an issue in the US that 

does NOT exist now. I condemn your politics, discrimination & hate campaign against 

Hindus. Rampant Hindu-Hate campaign and attempt to SINGLE OUT HINDUS is pushed 

by enormous Hindu-Hate groups, often posing as Hindu human rights groups, but are 

Islamists and Christian missionary conversion groups. Equality Lab’s made-up FUDEGED 

shiny report must be rejected.  

Are you genuinely interested in addressing the root cause of the RAMPANT Abrahamic 

& Marxist/Communist ideology being used to target a specific section of immigrant 

society [i.e., Hindus] in the United States? Or are you going to create another divide in 

the society, like race, gender, sexual preference, be an active participant of another 

Hindu-Genocide, in the name of “humanity” & “equality”? 

 

P.S. Signatures of concerned community member(s), leader(s), and organizations 

attached. 

Sincerely,  

Reference(s):  

No Universal Definition of Caste 

The Racist History of the Caste System 

More about Caste 

 

 

Purnima Nath 

 

https://www.hinduamerican.org/no-universal-definition-of-caste
https://www.hinduamerican.org/racist-history-caste-system
https://www.hinduamerican.org/all-about-caste


Manisha Shah - California
Joybell International



R Tandon
IT Professional, Texas
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Signature(s) of Concerned Community Member(s)/Leader(s)/Organization(s):  

 

Nishikant V. Karmali
2785 Laurelwood Lane
Alpharetta, GA 30009

Rakesh Udupa
257 W Auburn Rd,
Rochesterhills, Mi-48307

Hindu Priest 
& Author

Reema Nair
Financial Service Professional
CA-95035

Food Safety Professional
WA-98075 

IT Technologist CA

Savita S Joshi
Yoga Acharya, Milpitas CA

Sharat A Joshi
Technical Architect, Milpitas CA

Debashish Chakraborti
Troy, MI



Vibhuti Jha 

Executive Director & Board of Directors
NalandaInternational.org NY

Ramendra Nandi
Retired Engineer, New Jersey

Shivani Malhotra 
Virginia 

Sheetal Malhotra
Fairfax, Virginia 

iPhone

iPhone
Dr Varun Kharbanda, Data Scientist
Irving, TX

iPhone

iPhone
Sapna Nandrajog, Accountant
Dallas, TX




